
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
COLEY, ANDREA LYNN.  Minimizing WIP over a Rolling Horizon in a Job Shop.  (Under 
the direction of Dr. Russell E. King, Dr. Scott R. Schultz, and Dr. Kristin A. Thoney.)  
 

In this paper, a job shop scheduling problem with the objective of minimizing work in 

process (WIP) subject to meeting due dates constraints is evaluated in a rolling horizon 

setting.  An iterative-adaptive deterministic simulation-based procedure is first used to obtain 

a feasible solution.  This procedure, the Virtual Factory, has been shown to provide near-

optimal solutions to industrial-sized problems in seconds for the criterion of minimizing 

maximum lateness, Lmax.  Then, a simulated annealing post-processing procedure is used to 

determine when to release jobs to minimize WIP while keeping Lmax  ≤ 0. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 In this paper, we consider the job shop scheduling problem with due dates.  The 

objective of this research is to control the release of jobs to the shop floor and sequence jobs 

in order to minimize work-in-process while meeting customer due dates. 

Reducing work-in-process (WIP) and lead times rank among the most critical 

objectives of manufacturing control, especially in job shop manufacturing (Bergamaschi, et 

al., 1997).  Decreasing product life cycles and increasing product variety require high 

flexibility from manufacturing facilities.  Plants must be able to respond quickly to changes 

in production needs, which require efficient, effective, and accurate release and scheduling 

systems.  

Additionally, failure to meet due dates can have a significant negative impact on 

profits and can result in loss of customer goodwill.  Reliability in meeting agreed delivery 

due dates is of value to customers because it enables them to plan ahead and carry out plans 

based on those delivery dates (Kingsman, et al., 1986).  Companies must ensure that 

promised delivery dates are met in order to maintain a reputation, allowing them to gain and 

sustain customer orders (Hendry and Kingsman, 1991).   

 Order release is an important element of any shop floor control system.  When orders 

are released to the shop floor at a rate exceeding the shop’s output rate, WIP levels increase.  

These increases lead to accumulation in queues which can cause workflow management 

problems.  Such flow problems can only be corrected by either controlling the release of 

work through the job shop or increasing shop capacity (Wisner, 1995).  By holding jobs in a 

‘job pool’ prior to their release to the shop floor, it is possible to reduce the WIP.  Order 
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release determines when jobs are to be released to the shop floor and which jobs in the job 

pool are dispatched to the shop floor.  Order release mechanisms determine the quantity of 

orders on the shop floor and accordingly the level of total WIP.   

Many order release techniques have been proposed and evaluated in recent years, 

employing a variety of performance objectives (Bergamaschi, et al., 1997 and Wisner, 1995).  

Bergamaschi, et al. (1997) define the major objectives of order release to be the control of 

WIP levels and the balance of workload at work centers.  Workload balance is an important 

and practical performance criterion for the industrial job shop (Irastorza and Deane, 1974).  

The idea of load-oriented manufacturing is to limit and balance WIP at a level as low as 

possible in order to accomplish high work center utilization and on-time orders (Bechte, 

1988).   

 Irastorza and Deane (1974) were among the first to introduce and evaluate workload 

balance within an order release strategy.  They propose a job shop loading and releasing 

algorithm designed to select jobs from the pool to be released to the shop floor through the 

use of a mixed integer linear program.  The objective of the algorithm is to simultaneously 

balance the workload across the work centers and maintain good due date performance.  

They conclude that the delayed release of jobs in the pool can lead to significant 

improvement in WIP as well as overall shop performance. 

Bechte (1994) presents an order release technique aimed at controlling lead times by 

setting limits on the WIP at each work center.  His research results in reduced lead times and 

inventories and high work center utilization.  Kanet (1988) proposes that order release 

without considering the work center loads can result in unexpected bottlenecks and idle time.  
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Several authors, however, note concerns with order release techniques.  Bertrand 

(1983) and Melnyk and Ragatz (1989) note that some order release techniques can lead to 

long delays in the pool such that the overall mean lead-time may be increased for some 

orders.   They suggest that the performance of the job-releasing rules can be improved if the 

pool itself is controlled.  Along these lines, Hendry and Kingsman (1991) propose a system 

that controls the set of jobs available in the job pool.   

Land and Gaalman (1998) also address potential deficiencies of workload release 

methods leading to poor lead-time and due date performance.  They propose an alternative 

release approach that improves due date performance significantly without the use of balance 

limits. 

 Unlike earlier work where due date performance is a measure, Zozom, et al. (2002) 

place priority on performance to due date by considering the meeting of due dates as a 

constraint and minimizing WIP as the objective.  They present two heuristic algorithms for 

static problems that integrate the determination of release times and shop floor scheduling 

with the objective of meeting delivery dates and minimizing WIP.  This method begins with 

the first improvement mechanism of Land and Gaalman (1998) where new jobs are released 

at the time they can actually start processing and then implements improvement routines to 

further reduce WIP while maintaining the due date performance requirement.  Comparing 

their results to a computed lower bound for WIP, they conclude that both algorithms perform 

efficiently and produce effective WIP levels. 

Like Zozom, et al. (2002), this paper addresses the problem of releasing jobs to the 

shop floor to minimize WIP while meeting due dates.  However, we consider a rolling 
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horizon problem where jobs are continually released to the job pool.  To facilitate this 

research, a deterministic, iterative/adaptive simulation model referred to as the Virtual 

Factory Algorithm (VFA) is used.  The VFA is a job shop scheduling system developed by 

Hodgson, et al. (1998, 2000) that is capable of providing optimal or near-optimal solutions 

for industrial-sized job shop problems with a relative minimum of computation.  Schultz, et 

al. (2002) integrate a simulated annealing post-processing procedure with the VFA (referred 

to here as VFA-SA) to obtain improved results.  They found that the simulated annealing 

procedure in conjunction with the Virtual Factory was an effective approach to improving 

solution quality.  For industrial-sized problems, this procedure provided significant 

improvement to Virtual Factory solutions for a relative minimum of computation time.  The 

methodology presented in this paper adapts the VFA-SA procedure to address the problem of 

releasing jobs to the shop floor to minimize WIP while meeting due dates. 
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II.  SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM 

A. Virtual Factory Algorithm (VFA) 

 Consider the problem where N jobs must be processed in an M machine job shop.  A 

few basic assumptions should be made:  jobs visit a machine at most once, machines can 

process one job at a time, and a job is processed to completion once it begins (i.e. no pre-

emption).  Each job is assigned a route, processing times for each machine on its route, and a 

due date.  The VFA is an iterative simulation-based procedure in which the jobs are 

sequenced on machines with the objective of minimizing the maximum lateness (Lmax).  A 

job’s lateness is defined as its completion time minus its due date (ci-di).  The first iteration 

of the VFA sequences jobs on machines in order of increasing slack.  The slack of job i on 

machine m is: 

∑
+∈

−=
mj

ijiim pdslack      [1]                          

where pij is the processing time for job i on machine j and m+ is the set of all subsequent 

operations of job i to be performed on machine m.  This slack represents the latest possible 

time that a job i can complete on machine m while still satisfying its due date.   

Slack does not perform well as a sequencing tool because it does not take queuing 

time into account (Hodgson, et al., 1998, 2000).  Therefore, in subsequent iterations, the 

VFA takes into account the queuing time of the previous iteration to modify the slack.  The 

revised slack is computed as: 

∑∑
+++ ∈∈

−−=
mj

ij
mj

ijiim qpdslack '     [2] 

where qij is the queuing time of job i on machine j and m++ is the set of all subsequent 
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operations of job i to be performed on machine m, except for the operation immediately 

following m.  This revised slack represents the time a job must complete processing in order 

to begin processing at the next machine and meet its due date.  This process is repeated for a 

fixed number of iterations or until the lower bound is reached and the best solution is saved.  

A straightforward lower bound is used to evaluate the solution (Carlier & Pinson, 1989).  The 

lower bound is calculated by breaking down the N/M/Lmax problem into individual one-

machine problems.  To do this, the earliest start and latest finish times are computed.  The 

earliest start time (ESim) is computed for each job i on machine m as: 

∑
−∈

=

mj
ijim pES       [3] 

where m- is the set of all preceding operations  to machine m on job i’s route.  The latest 

finish time (LFim) for each job i on machine m is calculated in the same manner as its slack:  

∑
+∈

−=
mj

ijiim pdLF      [4] 

Given that ESim is the release time for job i (ri) on machine m and LFim is the effective due 

date for job i on machine m.  A lower bound for the N/M/Lmax problem can be determined by 

solving the N/1/Lmax| ri problem on machine m.  The lower bound for machine m is expressed 

as LBm(Lmax) and the lower bound for the N/M/Lmax problem is expressed as: 

[ ])(max)( max..1max LLBLLB mMm=
=      [5] 

The power of this bound is that there are M chances to get a tight bound. 

B. Algorithm for Solving Problem with Predetermined Sequences  

Now, consider the problem of minimizing WIP in a job shop using the definition of 

WIP given by Zozom, et al. (2002): 
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∑
=

−=
N

i
iiii IrdcWIP

1
)],(max[      [6] 

 
where ci and Ii are the completion time and inventory cost of job i, respectively.  Assume that 

all jobs are to be completed by their due date and that the inventory cost is the same for all 

jobs (i.e. Ii  = 1).  Also assume a pre-defined sequence of jobs (Sj) on each machine j in the 

shop.  This problem can be restated as the job shop problem [7]: 

     Minimize (WIP)                 [7] 
 

MjS
Nidcts

j

ii

...1
...10..

=∀
=∀≤−

 

 
Based on the above assumptions, problem [7] can be solved graphically using a Gantt 

chart (Schultz, et al., 2002).  A constructive algorithm for solving problem [7] is given in 

Appendix A (Schultz, et al., 2002).  To solve problem [7], simply schedule jobs on each 

machine with the last job shifted as far right as possible, being constrained by the time id  if 

the machine is the last operation of the job, by the start time of the subsequent operation for 

the same job, or by the start time of the subsequent job on the same machine.  Note that a job 

can only be scheduled if its subsequent operation has already been scheduled.  Consider the 3 

job, 2 machine problem given in Table II-1 as an example: 

Job Route (machine/processing time) d 
1 (1/3),(2/2) 10 
2 (2/3),(1/2) 8 
3 (1/2),(2/4) 9 

    
Table II-1: 3 job / 2 machine problem 

       
with the following sequences (Sj) for each machine j: 
 
 S1 1, 3, 2 
 S2 2, 1, 3 
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Figure II-1 depicts the Gantt chart solution that minimizes WIP given the above 

machine sequences. 

        Machine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                 Time 
 

Figure II-1:  Gantt chart solution to 3 job / 2 machine problem given S1 and S2 
 
The resulting release times are 0, 0, and 3 for jobs 1, 2, and 3 respectively, with a WIP value 

of 10+8+6 = 24.   

Now consider a transformation of the machine sequences S1 and S2.  Switching the 

order of jobs 1 and 3 in both sequences results in the following sequences: 

 S’1 3, 1, 2 
 S’2 2, 3, 1 
 

Figure II-2 depicts the Gantt chart solution that minimizes WIP given the above 

machine sequences. 

           Machine 

 

    Time 
 

Figure II-2:  Gantt chart solution to 3 job / 2 machine problem given S’1 and S’2 
 
The resulting release times are 3, 1, and 1 for jobs 1, 2, and 3 respectively, with WIP value of 

7+7+8 = 22. 
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C. Transient vs. Rolling Horizon Simulation 

The Virtual Factory gives the user the option of selecting a transient or rolling 

horizon simulation (Manninagarajan, 2002).  The majority of research with the Virtual 

Factory has been evaluated in a transient scheduling environment in which the factory is 

simulated until all the jobs are complete (i.e. the factory is empty).  The research presented in 

this paper evaluates problems in the rolling horizon scheduling environment where jobs are 

released into the system on a periodic basis.  Factories are not often completely emptied in 

industry.  Therefore, the rolling horizon model is more representative of real-world 

conditions. 

D. VFA-SA Algorithm for the Transient Problem  

Considering the previous example for solving problem [7] and given initial sequences 

S1 and S2, the transition to sequences S’1 and S’2 resulted in an improved solution.  This 

suggests a search heuristic, such as simulated annealing, as an approach to solving the 

original problem.  Simulated annealing requires a solution representation, a method to 

generate initial solutions, a method to generate neighboring solutions, and a method to 

evaluate neighboring solutions.  Each of these is described below. 

Solution Representation 

A solution is represented by a sequence of jobs for each machine j (Sj), referred to 

here as the machine-job sequence.  Examples of machine-job sequences were given in the 

example as (S1, S2) and (S’1,S’2). 

Initial Solution 

The approach used to obtain an initial solution is to first find a solution that satisfies 
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the constraint that all jobs i complete by id .  Solving the problem N/M/Lmax where 0max ≤L  

provides an initial solution.  In this research the initial solution is obtained using the VFA 

presented earlier. 

Neighboring Solutions 

Given a solution, a neighbor is generated by switching or interchanging the order of a 

pair (or pairs) of adjacent jobs on a machine.  A switch or interchange is defined by a 

machine/job combination and is executed as a pair-wise interchange between the defined job 

and the preceding job on the defined machine.  Using the previous example, transition from 

(S1, S2) to (S’1, S’2) requires a move through two neighboring solutions.  A move is first made 

to the neighboring solution (S’1, S2) by interchanging jobs 1 and 3 on machine 1, and then 

transitioning to (S’1, S’2) by interchanging jobs 1 and 3 on machine 2. 

Solution Evaluation 

Once a neighboring solution is generated, a computationally efficient method of 

evaluating the solution is necessary for the VFA-SA procedure to be of practical value.  The 

algorithm presented in Appendix A efficiently finds the minimum WIP value for the given 

machine-job sequence, or determines if the neighboring solution is infeasible (i.e. does not 

satisfy the constraint that all jobs i complete by id ). 

E. VFA-SA Procedure for the Rolling Horizon Problem 

The VFA-SA procedure and the algorithm for solving problem [7] tends to find 

solutions in which jobs are released as late as possible and which complete very close to their 

due date.  While this method provides solutions with no tardy jobs in the transient model, this 

is not the case for the rolling horizon scenario.  Initial experiments using the algorithm in the 
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rolling horizon setting resulted in nearly all jobs being tardy.  The reason for the large 

number of tardy jobs is that the algorithm schedules jobs at the start of a scheduling period 

assuming that no new jobs will arrive.  The jobs are released as late as possible under these 

current conditions, with numerous jobs being delayed for release until after the start of the 

next scheduling period.  When the next scheduling period arrives, there often is not enough 

capacity to complete both the new and delayed jobs.  This results in a tendency to schedule 

such that the number of late jobs increases as the simulation progresses. 

To alleviate this condition for the rolling horizon problem, an offset parameter (∆) has 

been introduced.  The offset parameter allows the scheduler to adjust the algorithm to solve 

problem [7] such that jobs are shifted as far right as possible, being constrained by the time 

id  - ∆.  This, in effect, results in earlier release of jobs and an increase in WIP but also 

provides the ability to reduce the number of tardy jobs.  
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III.  JOB RELEASE PROCEDURES 

The VFA-SA method is compared to other techniques aimed at controlling WIP 

levels, including those presented by Land and Gaalman (1998) and Zozom, et al. (2002).  

These techniques are presented below.  The following definitions are necessary:   

A = set of all jobs in the job pool 

B = set of all in-process jobs 

ai = time that job i is available in the job pool 

ci = completion time of job i 

di = due date of job i 

ni = the number of operations for job i 

pij = processing time for job i, operation j 

ri = time job i is released to the shop floor from the job pool 

Li = lateness of job i  

A. Immediate Release (IR) 

This method runs the VFA with all jobs released into the factory as soon as they 

become available.  This does not mean that a job begins processing when it is released.  The 

time when a job begins processing its first operation is recorded as its release time.  This 

determines an upper bound on WIP.  It should be noted that the immediate release method 

does not include methods to reduce WIP.   

B. Load Limited Release (SLAR) 

This method is an interpretation of the superfluous load avoidance release (SLAR) 

method presented by Land and Gaalman (1998) which they found to yield promising results 
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in terms of both due date performance and reduced shop loads.  These objectives are closely 

aligned with our objective of first meeting due dates while also achieving low WIP.  The 

method uses a parameter, k, which is a predetermined constant slack per operation.  The 

SLAR method can be summarized as follows: 

1. Generate planned start times of each job i at each operation j ( ijs ) as follows 

1,11 −=∀−−=

−−=

+ iijijij

iniin

njkpss

kpds
ii

K
       [8] 

 
2. Classify jobs as urgent if the planned start time of its next operation has passed. 
 
3. Jobs can be released only if one of the following conditions apply: 

a. The number of jobs in queue at machine m becomes zero (i.e. there are no jobs in 

the queue of machine m). 

From the set of jobs in the pool with the first operation to be performed at machine 

m, the job with the earliest planned start time is selected. (If this set is empty, no 

job is released.) 

b. Machine m has completed the operation of a job and all jobs in queue at machine 

m are non-urgent.   

A job is selected only if the pool contains urgent jobs with a first operation at 

machine m.  From this set, the job with the shortest processing time at machine m 

is selected. (If this set is empty, no job is released.) 

4. Upon release, a priority-dispatching rule is used to sequence jobs at machines.  

Sequencing is in earliest planned start time order. 

C. All Jobs Heuristic (AJ) 

This method was presented by Zozom et al. (2002).  The VFA is run with release 
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times for all new jobs at their upper bounds (i.e. latest start time, where ∑
=

−=
iM

1k
ikii pdLS ).  

This determines an upper bound for Lmax and the corresponding WIP value.  LB(Lmax) is also 

calculated.  The AJ heuristic schedules jobs as follows: 

1. Let A be the set of all jobs in the job pool.  

Let t = time at start of scheduling period. 

2. Set ,tri =  for all i ∈  A.  Run VFA, and set δ = max [Lmax, 0]. 

3. Let A = the set of all early and on time jobs. 

4. Set )( ii rUBr = , where i ∈  A, and 







−= ∑

=

tpdrUB
in

j
ijii ,max)(

1

. 

5. Compute the lower bound, LB, for all jobs in the pool. 

6. If LB < δ, Go to step 9.  

7. Else, set ri = max [ri – LB, t] where i ∈  A. 

8. Go to step 5. 

9. Run VFA for all jobs in the pool. 

10. If Lmax < δ, Stop. 

11. Else, set ri = max [ri – Lmax, t] where i ∈  A. 

12. Go to step 9. 

D. Job Planner Heuristic (JP) 

This method is a modification of the Zozom, et al. (2002) Job Planner heuristic.  In 

the original Job Planner heuristic, if all due dates were not met, then the constraint of meeting 

due dates was relaxed such that Lmax < δ, where δ > 0.  The modification that we introduce 
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still attempts to hold jobs to the original constraint of all jobs meeting due dates by only 

allowing the adjustment of release times for early jobs.  Any late job must use the release 

time from the VFA initial solution.   

Jobs that are available to be scheduled but have not yet been released to the shop floor 

are considered in the job pool.  When the scheduler is run, it only releases jobs that are in the 

job pool, and does not consider jobs that will arrive later.  At each scheduling period: 

1. Let A be the set of all jobs in the job pool.  

Let t = time at start of scheduling period. 

2. Set ,tri =  for all i ∈  A.  Run VFA, and set δ = max [Lmax, 0]. 

3. Let A = the set of all early and on time jobs. 

4. Set )( ii rUBr = , where i ∈  A, and 







−= ∑

=

tpdrUB
in

j
ijii ,max)(

1

. 

5. Run VFA for all jobs in the pool. 

6. If Lmax < δ, Stop. 

7. Else, set ),,max( max tLrr ii −=  where i ∈  A and i arrives at the bottleneck machine 

before the Lmax job.  If there are no changes to any release times, set  

rj = max [rj – p , t], where j ∈  A, and p is the average operation processing time. 

8. Go to Step 5. 

Initial experimentation with the AJ and JP release procedures resulted in an issue of 

satisfying due dates similar to that of the VFA-SA approach.  Like the VFA-SA, these 

heuristics also delay the release of jobs, causing the number of late jobs to increase as the 

simulation progresses.  To alleviate this problem, the due date offset parameter was also used 
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for these problems. 
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IV.  EXPERIMENTATION 

A. Warm-up Period 

The warm-up period refers to the number of days that the simulation is run before 

clearing the statistics. The IR and SLAR procedures release jobs almost immediately (toward 

the beginning of the simulation), whereas the AJ, JP, and VFA-SA procedures tend to hold 

off on releasing jobs.  The result is a different number and composition of jobs being 

reported in the statistics.  It was important to alleviate this effect by collecting information 

about a similar number of jobs and to determine the warm-up period where statistics were 

collected with the simulation at steady state.  The length of the warm-up period was 

determined such that all five procedures being compared had relatively the same number of 

jobs counted in the statistics.  The experiments presented in this paper required a twenty-day 

warm-up period in order to obtain a comparable number of jobs over all due date ranges 

tested.  Figure IV-1 illustrates this desired result with an arbitrary problem.  Shorter warm-up 

periods resulted in an unequal number of jobs as the due date range increased.   

Number of jobs out
 ms20/80/1/4

500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
due date range

jo
bs

IR SLAR AJ JP VFA-SA
 

 

Figure IV-1: Warm-up period to achieve steady state 
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In all experiments, the simulation was run for forty-five days with twenty-five days of 

statistics being collected. 

B. Performance Measures 

To identify the effectiveness of each job release procedure under various conditions, 

several measures were used to evaluate inventory, due date, and lead-time performance: 

Inventory performance:  
1. WIP is defined as the time from when a job is released until it is completed and is 

represented as:  

    WIP = }),max{},(max{ 0
Y

ii
i

ii Trdc −∑
∈

                       [9] 

 where T0 = start time of simulation (end of warm-up period) and Y is the set of 

jobs completed after the warm-up period, but before the end of the simulation. 

2. Finished goods inventory is defined as the time from when a job is completed 

until its due date (i.e. jobs that completed after their due date have a value of 0).  

This is represented as:  

    Finished goods inventory = 
Yi∈

max {di –ci, 0}              [10] 

Due date performance:  

3. Percent tardy jobs is computed as the percentage of all jobs whose completion 

time is greater than its due date for those jobs in Y. 

4. Mean tardiness is the average tardiness across all jobs in Y. Jobs that are not tardy 

have a tardiness value of 0.   

Lead-time performance:  
5. Mean system time is defined as the time from when a job is available (i.e. joins the 

pool) until it is completed (i.e. leaves the system).  This is represented as: 
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  Mean system time = max{di, ci} – 
Yi∈

max {ai, T0}              [11] 

6. Mean shop time is defined as the time from when a job is released to the shop 

until it is completed (i.e. leaves the system).  This is represented as: 

        Mean shop time = max{di, ci} – 
Yi∈

max {ri, T0}          [12] 

It should be noted that only the inventory performance measures are presented in this paper.  

The due date and lead-time performance measures were used primarily in experimentation to 

determine if the algorithms were meeting the due date constraint. 

C. Problem Generation 

Two methods were used to generate problems.  Both methods generated problems in 

which the jobs initially in the system had a variable number of operations.  In the first 

approach, problems were generated with random routes and those jobs released after time 

zero had a variable number of operations per job.  In the second approach, problems were 

generated with jobs visiting machine groups and those not starting in the system had the 

same number of operations per job. 

In the experimentation, ten random problems were generated for each due date range.  

The Virtual Factory is run in the rolling horizon setting with scheduling occurring on a daily 

basis.   

D. Random Routes 

In initial experiments, random problems were generated with the following 

parameters fixed: 

Number of machines: 20 

Length of day: 8 hours 
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Due date range: 0 – 140 hours (0 – 17.5 days), uniformly distributed 

Processing times: 1 – 3 hours, uniformly distributed 

As previously mentioned, early experiments with random routes found that the AJ, JP, and 

VFA-SA algorithms tended to have poor performance to due date, which led to the 

introduction of the offset parameter.  We observed that while VFA-SA algorithm (without an 

offset) had the tendency to schedule such that most jobs were late.  On average the jobs were 

late by only a few hours.  Further experimentation found that in order for the VFA-SA 

algorithm to meet due dates for all jobs, a much larger offset was required relative to the 

other algorithms.   This contributed to higher overall WIP levels for the VFA-SA algorithm.  

The finished goods inventory for VFA-SA algorithm was higher than that of AJ and JP, 

indicating that while the larger offset creates a schedule where no jobs are late, the jobs were 

now being released too early.  These elevated WIP and finished goods inventory levels are 

illustrated in Figures IV-2a and IV-2b, respectively. 
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Figure IV-2a: WIP Comparison for problem with 20 machines / 70% load / 4-6 operations 
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Figure IV-2b: Finished goods inventory for problem with  
20 machines / 70% load / 4-6 operations  
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In Figure IV-3a, the performance for the five algorithms is plotted, with the offset 

necessary for each to have no late jobs over all of the due date ranges.  As expected, the 

performance of IR and SLAR was much worse than the other techniques.  Figure IV-3b (and 

all subsequent figures) omits the IR and SLAR algorithms to better illustrate the differences 

in performance for the AJ, JP, and VFA-SA algorithms.  The performance of the VFA-SA 

and AJ algorithms varied over all experiments.  In some experiments, the VFA-SA 

performed better over due date ranges, while the AJ performed better than others. 
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Figure IV-3a: 20 machines / 80% load / 4-6 operations with required offset to meet all due dates 
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Figure IV-3b: 20 machines / 80% load / 4-6 operations illustrating required offset to meet all due 

dates with IR and SLAR omitted 
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E. Machine Groups 

Because we are investigating a rolling horizon scenario, it can be assumed that jobs 

are in varying stages of completion at each scheduling period.  We also assume that some 

machines are associated with early operations, while others machines are associated with 

finishing operations.  To incorporate this concept, problems were generated with routings 

into machine groups.  The machine set, M, was arbitrarily divided into four groups, where M 

was selected to be divisible by four.  All jobs not initially in the system were generated with 

y operations, where y is a multiple of four.  The operations and machines were paired in the 

following manner: 

 

Operation Range Machine Group Machine Range 

[1, y/4] 1 [1, M/4] 
(y/4, y/2] 2 (M/4, M/2] 
(y/2, 3y/4] 3 (M/2, 3M/4] 
(3y/4, y] 4 (3M/4, M] 

    
Table IV-1: Machine group problem generation 

 

For example, the first y/4 operations were randomly selected from the first M/4 

machines.  All jobs initially in the system were generated x operations uniformly distributed 

between 1 and y.  Depending on the actual value of x, these jobs started in a particular 

machine group, were processed on a given number of machines in that group, and were 

processed on y/4 operations in each of the subsequent machine groups.  This is illustrated in 

Table IV-2: 
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x Starting 

Group 
Number of Operations in  

Starting Group 
(3y/4, y] 1 x – 3y/4 

(y/2, 3y/4]  2 x – y/2 
(y/4, y/2] 3 x – y/4 
 [1, y/4] 4 x 

    
Table IV-2: Machine group operation generation 

Modeling the data to visit machine groups decreased the offset parameter necessary 

for all jobs to meet due dates for the AJ, JP, and VFA-SA procedures.   The performance of 

VFA-SA algorithm also significantly improved relative to the AJ and JP heuristics, with 

improved performance to due date.  This performance is illustrated in Figure IV-4.  Note that 

in Figure IV-4, the VFA-SA algorithm outperforms AJ heuristic in all but two of the due date 

ranges investigated.    
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Figure IV-4: WIP level comparison with all jobs meeting due dates (i.e. % tardy = 0) 

20 machines / 80% load / 4 operations / 1 hour processing time  
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In Figure IV-5, the offset parameter necessary for all jobs to meet their due dates is reduced 

for both the AJ and VFA-SA procedures.   
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Figure IV-5: Offset levels necessary for all jobs to meet due dates (i.e. % tardy = 0) 

20 machines / 80%load / 1 hour processing time / 4 operations 
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Performance for the VFA-SA and AJ procedures also fluctuates over due date ranges 

for other loads investigated.  Figure IV-6a and IV-6b shows the performance for the 

algorithms with sixty and seventy percent loads respectively.  
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Figure IV-6a: 20 machines / 60% load / 1 hour processing time / 4 operations  
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Figure IV-6b: 20 machines / 70% load / 1 hour processing time / 4 operations 

F. Industrial-sized Problems 

 Experiments were conducted for industrial-sized problems (100 machines) using the 

machine group generation method.  The following parameters were fixed in these 

experiments: 

Number of machines: 100 

Length of day: 1600  

Due date range: 0 – 28,000 (0 – 17.5 days), uniformly distributed 

Processing times: 1 – 200, uniformly distributed 

The results from these experiments showed the AJ heuristic outperforming the VFA-SA 

algorithm.  Figure IV-7 illustrates the performance of the algorithms in such a problem.  Note 

that the JP heuristic is not plotted in this figure because of extreme requirements in 

computation times (nine hours or more per replication).  Though the AJ heuristic performs 
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best on these larger problems, Figure IV-8 illustrates significant variations in computation 

time for the AJ heuristic over due date ranges, ranging from twelve minutes to three and a 

half hours.  This increase can be attributed to an increase in the number of jobs being 

scheduled each day after the warm-up period.  This is a direct result of being able to delay 

jobs for a longer period of time when the due date range is larger.  Therefore, the number of 

jobs that are completed during the first days is less and consequently there is a greater 

accumulation of jobs in the system.  Because more jobs have to be scheduled each time the 

VFA is run, after the first couple of days the computation time is higher for problems with 

large due date ranges.   
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Figure IV-7: WIP Comparison for 100 machines / 80% load / 4 operations 
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Computation Time
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Figure IV-8: Computation time comparison for 100 machines / 80% load / 4 operations 

 Further investigation of the results for large problems led us to conclude that the 

VFA-SA algorithm does not begin with a very good initial solution, which results in poor 

performance relative to the AJ heuristic.  Figure IV-9 shows that when the simulated 

annealing time parameter is significantly increased (five to ten minutes daily), the 

performance of the VFA-SA algorithm is more aligned with the AJ heuristic.  This, of 

course, increases the computation time of the algorithm, as illustrated in Figure IV-10, and 

therefore is not desirable.   
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WIP Comparison
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Figure IV-9: VFA-SA simulated annealing time comparison  
for 100 machines/ 80% load / 4 operations 
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Figure IV-10: VFA-SA computation time comparison with different simulated annealing time 
values for 100 machines / 80% load / 4 operations 
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Increasing the simulated annealing time parameter improves the final result of the VFA-SA 

procedure, therefore one can deduce that the procedure would be even more effective with a 

better initial solution.  Improving the initial solution of the VFA-SA algorithm should 

improve its performance without sacrificing computation time.   
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V.  FUTURE RESEARCH 

Based on the experiments presented, an area to further examine is the initial solution 

that the VFA-SA procedure begins with.  Currently the procedure starts with the best feasible 

solution given by a run of the Virtual Factory.  Using a better initial solution might allow for 

improved performance of the VFA-SA procedure and a better schedule overall.  The AJ 

heuristic has proven to perform well in the rolling horizon model in solving the problem of 

minimizing WIP while meeting due dates and therefore should be considered as a candidate 

for the initial solution of the VFA-SA procedure.  The AJ heuristic performed well with 

minimal computation time for smaller problems, however its performance for the industrial-

sized problems observed significantly improved as the due date range was increased.   

 One method of incorporating the AJ and VFA-SA procedures is to consider the due 

date range when scheduling the release of jobs.  The AJ heuristic would be used as the initial 

solution, however instead of determining the release time of jobs based on a constant offset 

parameter, the due date range is taken into account and the release time is delayed based on a 

multiplicative factor.  This would allow the scheduler to use the offset parameter to ensure 

that due dates are met, but would reduce the previously observed excessive offset for larger 

due date ranges. 

As previously mentioned, the VFA-SA algorithm schedules jobs at the start of a 

scheduling period assuming that no new jobs will arrive, resulting in a tendency to schedule 

such that the number of late jobs increases as the simulation progresses.  One method to 

consider in order to alleviate this issue is to limit the number of jobs that the VFA-SA 

procedure is allowed to delay each day of the simulation.  This could be accomplished by 
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incorporating the plant load parameter in the VFA-SA procedure.  The plant load parameter 

provides an estimate of the factory conditions that should be expected in future scheduling 

periods and could be used to improve the ability of the VFA-SA procedure to adapt in the 

rolling horizon model by predicting future demand. 
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Appendix A – Constructive Algorithm to Solve Problem [7] 
 
The following is a constructive algorithm that efficiently solves problem [7] developed by 

Schultz, et al. (2002).   

 

Definitions: 

mach_ptr(j) – pointer to a location in machine j’s job sequence list 

job_ptr(i) –  pointer to a location in job i’s operation list 

mach_lf(j) –  current time on machine j’s schedule up to which jobs have been assigned.  

Note that assignments are made from the last job in the sequence to the first.  

Therefore mach_lf represents the start time of the most recent job scheduled, 

or the latest finish time for the remaining unscheduled jobs.  

job_lf(i) –  current time for job i’s schedule reflecting the start time for the most recent 

operation to have been assigned.   

 

Initialization: 

Set mach_ptr(j) = number of jobs processed on machine j. 

Set job_ptr(i) = number of operations for job i. 

Set mach_lf(j)  = big M  (199999). 

Set job_lf(i)  = due date for job i 
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Construction: 

1. Set j = 1. 

2. For machine j, identify job i in the machine’s job sequence at the location identified by  

mach_ptr(j). 

3. If job_ptr(i) contains machine j, then a match has occurred.  Place job i on schedule for 

machine j to complete at T equals the minimum of mach_lf(j) and job_lf(i).   Set T 

equal to T minus the process time for job i, operation j.  If T  is less than the release 

time of job i, then the sequence is infeasible. Stop. 

4. Else, set job_lf(i) = T and mach_lf(j) = T. If job i is not from the same part family of the 

succeding job on machine j, then also subtract the part family setup time from 

mach_lf(j). Decrease mach_ptr(j) and job_ptr(i) by 1. 

5. Set j = j+1. If j < M (the number of machines) go to 2.  Otherwise return to step 1 as 

long as a match in step 3 has occurred during the complete pass through all machines j 

= M. 

6. Terminate construction if a match did not occur. 

 

Return solution: 

If the construction terminates with all job operations assigned, then the provided job 

sequence is feasible, and the schedule is optimal for the given machine job sequence.  

Otherwise, the solution to problem [7] is infeasible for the given machine job sequence. 


